Flooding and Structural Forensic Analysis
of the Sinking of the RMS Titanic
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To mark the 100th anniversary of the sinking of the Titanic, a new detailed flooding and structural engineering study
was commissioned by James Cameron and his Blue Planet Marine Research Institute. The lofty goal of the study was
to accurately model, simulate and evaluate the progressive flooding, sinking, and structural failure of the Titanic
following its collision with the iceberg. Detailed computer flooding analysis models were developed, and new novel
techniques for dynamic flooding simulation using the commercial software GHS™ were developed and implemented.
The results of these detailed flooding simulations were used in conjunction with detailed structural finite element
models developed using the commercial ship structural design and analysis software MAESTRO™ for conducting
detailed stress and hull failure analyses. This paper provides technical documentation of the development of the
detailed computer models, including sources of information, assumptions, conventions and methods. The paper also
provides technical discussion of simulation and analysis methodologies, results of the detailed progressive flooding
and sinking analyses, and results of the detailed structural stress and failure analyses, along with important “lessons
learned” applicable to all marine forensic analyses.
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NOMENCLATURE
A0
Area of orifice/gate, effective hole size (ft2)
b
Breadth (width) of plate (in)
BR
Boiler room
CB
Coal bunker
CD
Orifice/gate discharge coefficient
g
Acceleration due to gravity (32.2 ft/s2)
GM
Metacentric height (ft)
GY
Gross yielding (structural failure mode)
HE, HI
External, internal pressure head (ft)
KG
Height of the center of gravity above baseline (ft)
KM
Height of the metacenter above baseline (ft)
L, LBP
Vessel length, length between perpendiculars (ft)
LCG
Longitudinal Position of center of gravity (ft-ref)
M
Bending moment (ft·lton)
E
Modulus of elasticity (Young’s modulus) (psi)
OC
Overall collapse (structural failure mode)
Q
Flow rate (ft3/s)
SM
Section modulus (ft3)
t
Thickness of plate (in)
T f, T a T m
Vessel draft forward, draft aft, mean draft (ft)
V
Volume (ft3)
W
Weight (ltons)
Δ
Vessel displacement (ltons)
σ
Stress (lb/in2)
σ x, σ y
Longitudinal stress, transverse stress (lb/in2)
σVM
VonMises equivalent stress (lb/in2)
τ
Shear stress (lb/in2)

INTRODUCTION
The collision and subsequent sinking of the RMS Titanic 100
years ago, on April 15, 1912, has remained one of the world’s
great maritime mysteries, the subject of many stories, books,
movies, and scientific expeditions. In the decade following the
discovery of the wreck in 1985, several engineering forensic
analyses were conducted with the aim of understanding
contributing factors to the ship’s sinking. Forensic analyses
included assessment of hull material properties, extent of
flooding and structural damage, hull stresses and hull failure
mechanisms, and other related factors. Over the 15 years since
these original forensic analyses, several additional scientific
expeditions to the Titanic wreck site have taken place, providing
some new information, and a renewed interest in investigating
the circumstances and process by which the ship might have
broke apart and sank to the bottom.
Within the past 15 years, there have also been significant
improvements in ship flooding and structural analysis
capabilities through advances in computer technologies,
including both specialized software as well as computer
hardware improvements. Coupling these advances in computer
technologies with recent knowledge gained from the scientific
expeditions to the wreck site might provide additional insight
into the sinking of the RMS Titanic. Additionally, methods used
and knowledge gained through conducting these additional
forensic analyses provide an excellent case study.
BACKGROUND
There were two primary goals of this project. The first goal was
to develop a detailed computer “hydrostatics” model of the RMS
Titanic, which would then be used for conducting detailed
flooding and sinking analyses based on available survivor
testimony and other forensic information which has come to
light over the past 15 years. The second important goal was to
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develop a detailed computer structural finite element model
which, in conjunction with the results of the flooding and
sinking analyses, could be used to investigate the detailed
structural stresses developed during the sinking, with the aim of
providing insight into the ultimate failure of the ship’s structure
during the sinking.
The initial “hydrostatics” modeling and flooding analyses
utilized the U.S. Navy’s Program of Ship Salvage Engineering
(POSSE). POSSE is the U.S. Navy’s version of the
commercially-available marine design and analysis software
HECSALV™ (Herbert Software Solutions). The detailed
POSSE model was subsequently converted to a geometry file for
use with another well-known hydrostatics and stability software
GHSTM (Creative Systems, Inc.). New features added to GHS
over the past few months have enabled detailed simulation of
flooding and progressive-flooding, with the result of producing a
detailed flooding timeline and flooding simulation capability.
The detailed structural finite element modeling and analyses
utilized the commercial software MAESTRO™ (DRS Defense
Solutions). The MAESTRO software suite is one of the most
widely used ship structural design and analysis tools in the
marine industry. It has in the past, by some standards, been
considered a “coarse mesh” finite element program. However,
evolutionary features have been added to the software enabling
detailed or “fine mesh” analysis of particular structural areas for
detailed stress analysis. This feature proves very useful for this
project, as it has enabled “top-down” analysis capability,
specifically using the loads (forces) developed in the GHS
flooding analyses. Additionally, another important feature of
MAESTRO is the ability to fill specified volumes
(compartments and tanks) of the ship with liquids, so that both
the external and internal hydrostatic pressures are explicitly
accounted for in the analysis, including all liquid free surface
effects.
Previous flooding analyses completed on the Titanic have been
based on the “traditionalist” flooding scenario, completed and
documented by Hackett and Bedford (1996). This scenario treats
the forward compartments of the Titanic (separated by the major
watertight bulkheads) as large open floodable volumes, interconnected at the top of each of the watertight bulkheads. The
initial flooding extents caused by the collision with the iceberg
were given for each of the forward compartments at discrete
times, based partially upon survivor testimony given to the
inquiry by the British Board of Trade by Wreck Commissioner
Lord Mersey (1912) and to the hearings by the U.S. Senate
(1912). Flooding extents not known from survivor testimony at
discrete times were estimated by Hackett and Bedford. Hackett
and Bedford also calculated an “effective area” of iceberg
damage based on a simplified “orifice flow” calculation, but
only used this to validate an estimate by Edward Wilding of
probable damage extents, given by Wilding in his testimony to
Lord Mersey in 1912. It was not used to attempt to estimate a
flooding “timeline”. For this project, a more detailed flooding
model was constructed, with detailed hull and compartment
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definitions including all decks, bulkheads, tanks, coal bunkers,
boiler casings, and deck apertures (staircases, ladder openings,
elevator shafts, etc.). It has been an aim of this project to derive
a “most likely” flooding sequence or “timeline” from calculated
flooding rates through the various compartments, using survivor
testimony and floodwater egress paths, along with a more
rigorous “orifice flow” or “submerged gate” flow calculation
methodology, implemented in the GHS software.
The basic results given by Hackett and Bedford were also
subsequently used by members of the Marine Forensics Panel of
the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers (SNAME)
to estimate possible high stress “hot spots” in the hull steel of the
Titanic using a coarse-mesh full-ship structural finite element
analysis (Garzke 1996, 1997, 2000). This finite element stress
model, however, utilized only estimated weight and buoyancy
distributions extrapolated from the results given by Hackett and
Bedford for a notional “critical flooding condition”. For this
project, a more detailed structural finite element model has been
developed using MAESTRO. The weight and buoyancy
distributions have been developed within the model itself based
upon ship self-weight and cargo weight (including coal), external
hydrostatic pressures (buoyancy), and internal hydrostatic
pressures due to floodwater and other tankage (salt water ballast
and fresh water). Additionally, the specific results from the
GHS flooding analysis were used as input to the MAESTRO
model, including specific amounts of floodwater in each
compartment.
The primary goals of this project were directed to support new
interests by James Cameron, his Blue Planet Marine Research
Foundation, and his production company Earthship Productions,
Inc. Specifically, it was of great interest to utilize and develop
state-of-the-art engineering analysis methodologies to improve
the state of knowledge related to the sinking of the Titanic, and
the broader state of knowledge applicable to all marine forensic
engineering analyses dealing with the sinking of ships.

FLOODING ANALYSIS MODEL
Naval architecture “hydrostatics and stability” software
programs, including POSSE, HECSALV and GHS, function by
calculating the complete distribution of buoyancy and weight of
the vessel in an iterative fashion to find the state of static
equilibrium (vessel drafts, trim, and angle of list). The
distribution of buoyancy and weight are also used to find force
and moment distributions along the ship’s hull for a hull girder
(semi-prismatic beam) stress analysis. The buoyancy of the hull,
and distributed weight inside the various tanks and
compartments (in the case of internal flooding), is calculated
using the geometric definition of stations and offsets for each
hull and compartment entity. The hull of the ship, for example,
is defined by a number of “stations”, each station having a shape
defined by a number of “offsets”, which are the points which
define the shape of that station (see Figure 1). The buoyancy
force (hydrostatic pressure) on the hull is calculated by
numerically integrating the areas of each of the stations up to the
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waterline at that station location, giving a submerged station
area, and subsequently integrating the station areas along the
length of the hull, giving the underwater buoyancy volume.
Multiplication of volume with water density gives the buoyant
force in accordance with Archimedes’ Principle and the principle
of static equilibrium. Moments of areas and volumes are also
calculated by numerical integration, giving centroids
(specifically, centers of buoyancy and flotation). This numerical
integration scheme is carried out very rapidly by the computer,
and is performed iteratively for the complete range of possible
drafts, trim angles and list angles, until the state of static
equilibrium is found – which gives the drafts, trim, and angle of
list for that particular equilibrium condition. In a similar way,
volumes and centers of gravity of liquids within tanks and
compartments (in the case of floodwater) are found by
numerically integrating tank or compartment stations and offsets
(Figure 1). Multiplication of the volume with the appropriate
liquid density and permeability factor gives the weight and
weight distribution within that tank or compartment. This
integration method also accounts rigorously for the internal
liquid free surface, since it actually finds the internal
compartment “waterplane” which corresponds to each iterative
hull draft/trim/list combination.
Hull and Compartment Model
For development of the Titanic model, the hull stations and
discrete offsets at each station were extracted by careful hand
measurement from the original Harland and Wolff 1/96 scale
“Lines Drawing” and input into POSSE (see “References”
section for a complete list of drawings). Note from Figure 1
that smaller station spacing is used near the bow and stern to
account for the greater hull curvature in those areas, providing
greater accuracy of the numerical integration of areas and
volumes.
Compartments (including tanks) are defined by specifying the
boundaries of the compartments (frame numbers for forward/aft
bounds, decks for lower/upper bounds, and bulkheads or
dimensions or the “hull” for port/starboard bounds). Precise
locations of boundaries were extracted by careful hand
measurement from the original Harland and Wolff “Profile and
Decks” drawing, in conjunction with Beveridge’s “RMS Titanic
General Arrangement” drawing (2004), which provides greater
detail in many areas. The lower/upper bounds are defined by
decks or by the boundaries of the hull. Careful definition of
decks in the case of the Titanic was especially important, since
the decks all had significant sheer (longitudinal curvature). For
example, the Titanic’s Bridge Deck had over 10 feet of sheer
from midships to the forecastle. Camber (transverse curvature of
the decks), however, was minimal (only 3 inches), except for the
tanktop deck, which was modeled in detail.

Figure 1: Hull and compartment definition by stations and
offsets. Top: definition of the Titanic’s hull. Middle: detail of
one individual station near the bow showing offsets (points)
which numerically define the station’s geometry. Bottom:
stations defining “Hold No. 3”. Black lines are defined stations,
red lines are stations of compartments (tanks) which are
subtracted, blue lines are stations of compartments which are
added.

Figure 2: Rendered view of the GHS model of Titanic showing
hull and compartments.
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One important concept requiring further discussion is
“permeability”. In this context, “permeability” is the volume
fraction of a compartment (or tank) which is available to be
flooded. It accounts for volume taken up by internal structure, as
well as equipment, materials, stores, etc. Thus, it is the ratio of
the actual “floodable volume” of a compartment to its total
volume calculated from the stations and offsets (referred to as
the “molded volume”). Standard permeability values for various
compartment types are often applied for preliminary ship design.
However, for this flooding analysis, compartments were
considered specifically for the Titanic’s loading and use, in order
to estimate specific values which would better reflect Titanic’s
actual floodable volumes. One of the important “lessons
learned” from this analysis is the importance of the assumed (or
estimated) permeability values on the results. This will be
discussed in detail later in the paper. Initially, to bound the
assessment, a range of permeability values were used for each
category of compartment type; these included “low estimate”,
“high estimate” and “best estimate”. These values are provided
in Table 1. It should be noted that the permeability values
provided in Table 1 are based on a basic engineering estimate of
the contents of each type of compartment.
Compartment
Tanks
Holds
Living Spaces
Coal Bunkers (Full)
Coal Bunkers (Empty)
Boiler Rooms
Boiler Casings

Low
Estimate
95%
80%
85%
45%
90%
75%
85%

Best
Estimate
95%
85%
90%
45%
90%
80%
90%

High
Estimate
95%
90%
95%
45%
90%
85%
95%

Table 1: Assumed permeability values for compartment types.
Progressive Flooding Model
This paper discusses the authors’ attempt to develop a timestepping solution for the progression of floodwater through the
initial hull breaches and upward throughout the ship.
Initial Conditions. Based on testimony by Wilding before the
British Board of Trade (1912), the drafts upon departure from
Southampton were 33’8” forward and 34’4” aft. It is assumed
that the ship departed with full coal bunkers, full fresh water, and
sufficient salt water ballast (within the double bottom tanks) to
obtain sailing drafts (trim) and stability. It is also assumed that
ballast tanks would have been somewhat evenly loaded (foreaft), but with tanks either empty or full (to minimize free surface
effects). Based on Wilding’s testimony, including expected use
of coal, fresh water and stores, pre-collision drafts are assumed
30’9” forward and 33’9” aft (displacement 48,300 tons). The
metacentric height (GM) was estimated by Wilding as 2’7½”
(based on POSSE/GHS hydrostatic calculations at these drafts,
KM would have been 38.27 ft, then KG would have been 35.65
ft). In order to obtain these drafts, all “overhead” coal bunkers
(above G-Deck) are assumed to have been emptied first, and it is
assumed that approximately 30% of fresh water was used.
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Additionally, due to the fire in the starboard side of coal bunker
‘W’ (forward of Boiler Room 5), it is assumed that coal from
this bunker would have been removed (burned) and it would
have been partially empty at the time of collision. This is
consistent with witness testimony that the ship had a small port
list before the collision.
External holes and progressive flooding connection points.
The GHS hydrostatics model contains a number of connection
points which represent either external holes or progressive
flooding locations. Each point is defined with a location in
space, an effective opening size, a destination compartment and
a source compartment. Flooding points lacking a source
compartment are assumed to flood from the external seawater.
A total of 66 different connection points were included in the
model. Figure 3 displays a flow chart of the web of connections
in the model. The figure does not include the forepeak tank, as
the flooding in that tank was contained and did not progress to
other compartments. Figure 4 provides a simplified inboard
profile arrangement showing compartment names and
boundaries. External flooding points were created in the forward
cargo holds (Hold 1, Hold 2, Hold 3), Boiler Room 6, as well as
Coal Bunkers Y (aft of Boiler Room 6) and W (forward of
Boiler Room 5). In addition, hull openings on D-Deck and CDeck were included to match the results of surveys of noted hull
openings discovered during expeditions to the wreck during
recent scientific expeditions (Cameron, Stephenson and
Marschall 2011). Notably, based on surveys of the wreck and
reanalysis of survivor testimony, it is believed that the forward
port D-Deck inner and outer shell doors (frame 46f) were open at
the time of sinking. Openings were also added to correspond to
the forward windows located on B-Deck and above because it
was assumed that the sliding windows fitted in these locations
would not withstand a substantial head of water.
It should be noted that subdivisions provided by joinery are not
included in the model. This simplification has a significant
impact on the free-surface effect of the relatively wide upper
decks. This will be discussed in greater detail later in the paper.
Flooding Benchmarks. In order to conduct a detailed flooding
“timeline” or progressive-flooding analysis, it was first
necessary to establish a set of “benchmarks” for the flooding.
Unfortunately, without significant forensic evidence, this could
only be established to an extent that reliable survivor testimony
existed in the literature – available primarily only through the
testimony before the British Board of Trade (“Lord Mercy
Hearings”) and the U.S. Senate in 1912. The word
“unfortunately” has been used because, upon closer examination
of the various survivors’ testimony, and progressive flooding
analyses, it is clear that there was a great deal of confusion and
inconsistency related to many of the survivors’ testimony (this
will also be made clear when the flooding calculations are
discussed subsequently). It has become clear that several of the
survivors who testified about floodwater levels and times were
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either mistaken about their locations (i.e. in which compartments

and/or on which decks they were located) or mistaken about the

Figure 3: Flow chart showing connections between compartments for progressive flooding.
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Figure 4: Partial simplified inboard profile arrangement showing compartment boundaries. Red shows main watertight bulkheads,
crimson shows other compartment boundaries. Note coal bunkers (CB) are designated by upper and lower case letters. Background
arrangement drawing is courtesy of Bill Sauder.
sharp-edged opening), g is the acceleration due to gravity (32.2
times at which they observed (or possibly a combination of
ft/sec2), and HE is the external hydrostatic water head above the
both). Regardless, it is clear that a number of the survivor
hole (ft). As the internal floodwater level increases and rises
accounts are inconsistent.
above the hole, the pressure or head driving the floodwater
inflow is due to the differential water pressure between the
Review of the testimony given before the British Board of Trade
external and internal water levels. In this case, the volumetric
and the U.S. Senate, considering some of the obvious
flow rate is that through a “submerged gate”:
inconsistencies therein, and making some basic engineering
judgments (assumptions) about the significance of the
benchmarks and their inter-relations, a specific list of
(2)
benchmarks used for the detailed flooding analysis was
established, as provided in Table 2. Note that the benchmark
where HI is the internal floodwater head above the hole, and CD
times are adjusted by the assumed uncertainty to obtain three
is a discharge coefficient for the submerged opening or gate
flooding timeline variations; “benchmark”, “fast” and “slow”.
which depends on geometry of the opening and to a lesser extent
Combining these with the three variations in compartment
the differential pressure (approximately 0.6-0.8 for a sharppermeability values provides a total of nine variations to bound
edged opening). Although in both “orifice” and “submerged
the uncertainty in both permeability and benchmark times.
gate” flows, the discharge coefficient CD depends on geometry
(and differential pressure to a lesser extent), it was considered
In addition to the survivor testimony to the British Board of
reasonable for this analysis to use a nominal value of 0.6 for CD
Trade and the U.S. Senate, a bridge chronometer, recovered as
and then calculate an effective area (A0) for each opening (either
part of a 1996 scientific expedition, shows a time of 12:27. It is
a
hole or separated rivet joint) in each compartment based on the
believed that this chronometer was set to the U.S. Naval
flow
rates necessary to obtain the benchmark (target) floodwater
Observatory time and corresponds to a bridge submergence time
levels and times.
of 2:11AM in ship’s local time, or approximately 151 minutes
after the collision with the iceberg (Cameron, Stephenson and
Marschall 2011).
Flooding Rate and Progressive Flooding Methodology. In order
to develop a flooding “timeline” using fluid dynamics
calculations, it was necessary to determine or estimate an
equivalent area of damage (i.e. “hole size”) and location in each
of the major forward compartments. To do this, the specific
benchmarks in Table 2 were used as targets. Fluid dynamics
calculations were carried out for flow through “orifice” or
“submerged gate” connections, carried out at selected time
intervals by the GHS software, with hole sizes varied in an
iterative fashion, until the flow conditions closely matched the
specific benchmark targets.
The “orifice” or “submerged gate” flow calculations
implemented in GHS are of a standard form (derived from
Bernoulli’s equation; see for example Brater and King (1976) or
other references on fluid mechanics). The basic geometry and
nomenclature are shown in Figure 5. Initially (immediately after
the collision) the pressure or head driving the floodwater inflow
into a compartment is due solely to the external water pressure
above the opening (hole or separated rivet joint), and the
volumetric flow rate Q (ft3/sec) is calculated from the standard
equation for flow through a “sharp-edged orifice”:

As the simulation progresses, a volume of flood water is
calculated for each compartment at each time step. For a given
compartment, every connection point is evaluated to determine
the differential head across the opening. Equations 1 and 2 are
then used to determine the volume of flood water passed through
the opening and added to the volume of water in the
compartment. If the connection point is sourced from another
compartment, then the volume of seawater is subtracted from the
source compartment, which must be replenished from its
source(s).
Interesting challenges in this methodology arise when multiple
connection points are located in the overhead of a compartment
that is completely flooded. In this case, when the first
connection point is analyzed, a volume of water is passed from
the flooded compartment up to a next compartment as expected.
However, when the subsequent connection points are analyzed,
the compartment will now no longer be completely flooded and
those connection points will instantaneously see either 0 or
possibly negative head pressure. Additionally, circular or
statically indeterminate flow paths between interconnected
compartments can make it difficult for the simulation calculation
to arrive at realistic equilibrium points. These challenges are
mainly alleviated using small time increments (to be discussed
subsequently).

(1)
where A0 is the area of the opening (ft2), CD is a dimensionless
coefficient of discharge which depends primarily on the
geometry of the opening (approximately 0.6 for flow through a
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FLOODING ANALYSIS RESULTS
The intent of this progressive flooding analysis is to demonstrate
the ability to reliably model extensive progressive flooding. In
addition, a thorough investigation of uncertainty in the
underlying assumptions is important to put the results of the
simulation into context.
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Validating the Flooding Analysis
The implementation of progressive flooding simulation in this
analysis is novel and as such required significant validation. It
was important to ensure that the simulation provided repeatable
results that were consistent with first principles calculations.
Time Step Convergence
Discretization of the continuous process of flooding results in a
number of potential sources of error. Naturally, shrinking time
step size reduces these errors but increases computational time.

Compartment
Forepeak
Hold1
Hold2
Boiler
Room
6
Boiler
Room
5

Hold3
CB-b
BR 6
CB-Y
CB-W
BR 5
CB-T

Benchmark (Floodwater Height and Time)
Equalized rapidly (<10 min)
Flooded to G Deck in 20 min
Flooded to G Deck in ¾ hour (45 min)
Flooded to just below G Deck in 20 min*
Flooded to 2 ft below G Deck in15 min
No initial flooding reported
Flooded to 11 ft above the tanktop in 15 min
Flooded faster than BR 6 (floods into BR 6)
Assumed 0.25ft2 hole (ordinary deck hose)
No initial flooding reported
No initial flooding reported

Time history for mean draft and trim were recorded varying time
steps from 120 seconds to 0.5 seconds to establish convergence.
Sample results of this analysis are shown in Figure 6. Time step
sizes of 10 seconds and below were deemed sufficiently
consistent. It is interesting to note that that all of the time step
intervals are consistent up until 80 minutes into the time
sequence (condition shown in Figure 7). This divergence
corresponds approximately to the commencement of flooding on
E-Deck as well as the commencement of spilling from Boiler
Room 6 into Boiler Room 5 (over the watertight bulkhead).

Assumed Uncertainty
NA
+/- 5 min
+/- 5 min
+/- 5 min
NA
+/- 5 min
+/- 0.1 ft2
+/- 0.1 ft2
NA
NA

Reference (Testimony)
Lightoller, Hemming
Pitman, Symons, Lee
Poingdestre
Bedford-Hackett*
Boxhall
NA
Barrett
Barrett
Barrett
NA
NA

Table 2: Early-stage flooding benchmarks. Benchmark times are adjusted using uncertainty values to obtain “fast” and “slow” times.

Figure 5: Geometry and nomenclature for Bernoulli’s equation for orifice (above) and submerged gate (below) fluid flow for
calculation of flooding rates.

Hitting the Benchmarks
Two major assumptions underpin the process of tuning the
simulation to hit specific benchmarks. The first is the
permeability of the flooded spaces and the second is the
accuracy of the testimony on which the benchmarks are based.
In order to explore the impact of these assumptions, flooding
simulations were performed over the range of permeability
values provided in Table 1 and applying the uncertainty in
benchmark times provided in Table 2. Thus there were nine
combinations investigated to bound the problem. The time
histories of draft and trim generated by these simulations are
provided in Figure 8 and Figure 9, respectively. Note that the

estimated time and orientation of bridge submergence is
annotated with a red dot.
One of the “eye-opening” realizations which can be seen from
this is that it requires only small uncertainties to generate large
variations in flooding rates and times. For example, considering
the average values of benchmark times and just 5% variation in
the assumed permeability values, there is over 30 minutes of
difference in the sinking time. Similarly, for only 5 minute
variation in the benchmark times, there is over 30 minutes of
variation in the sinking time.
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Clearly none of these simulations pass cleanly through the later
benchmark of bridge submergence (the chronometer), nor do
they arrive at the generally accepted 160 minute ultimate sinking
time stated by numerous survivors. It is tempting to pick out a
particular combination of permeability values and opening sizes
(or benchmark times) which would fulfill these late benchmarks,
but without any specific evidence to support such a course, this
would amount to pure speculation. It is likely that the truth lies
somewhere within the range of assumptions/uncertainties, but in
the absence of more forensic evidence, it cannot be said exactly
where.
The calculated hole sizes associated with each of these
simulations is included in Table 3. At first glance these values
seem at odds with the approximately “12 square feet” total hole
size estimated by Wilding in his testimony before the British
Board of Trade (1912) as well as Hackett and Bedford (1996).
However, as discussed previously, a discharge coefficient of 0.6
has been assumed here rather than the 0.5 used by Bedford and
Hackett (it is not clear what value Wilding used). In addition,
we have not considered the opening size in the forepeak tank
since that tank equalized very quickly and floodwater did not
progress upward from that tank. When both of these differences
are taken into account the results are far more consistent.
Multiplying the hole size by the discharge coefficient, and not
including the forepeak tank, gives values of 5.52, 5.85 and 6.0 ft2
for the three permeability combinations (low, best, and high,
respectively); compared to 6.0 ft2 for the Hackett and Bedford
analysis.

Figure 6: Time-step convergence for mean draft. Curves
represent different calculation time steps (increments). Assumes
“best estimate” permeability and “benchmark” times.
Compartment
Hold #1
Hold #2
Hold #3
Boiler Room #6
Coal Bunker Y
Coal Bunker W
Total Area
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Low Permeabilities
Slow
Bench
Fast
1.05
1.30
1.70
1.90
2.40
3.15
2.85
3.80
5.70
0.90
1.20
1.80
0.15
0.25
0.35
0.15
0.25
0.35
7.00
9.20
13.05

Figure 7: Condition at 80 minutes for “best estimate”
permeability and “benchmark” times. Light blue is seawater,
cyan is salt water ballast, purple is fresh water, red is floodwater.

Figure 8: Time history of mean draft.

Figure 9: Time history of trim.
Best Estimate Permeabilities
Slow
Bench
Fast
1.08
1.35
1.80
2.00
2.60
3.25
3.00
4.00
6.00
1.00
1.30
1.90
0.15
0.25
0.35
0.15
0.25
0.35
7.38
9.75
13.65

High Permeabilities
Slow
Bench
Fast
1.15
1.40
1.85
2.00
2.60
3.40
3.05
4.10
6.10
1.05
1.40
2.05
0.15
0.25
0.35
0.15
0.25
0.35
7.55
10.00
14.10
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Table 3: Benchmarked (calculated) hole sizes (A0).
Drawing Conclusions from the Flooding Analysis
Largely due to uncertainty in inputs (permeability and
benchmark times), this analysis fails to identify an exact
progression of floodwater. It does, however, provide valuable
insights into the events aboard the Titanic.
Early Stage Flooding. The model indicates that the early stages
of flooding occurred very rapidly. Assuming the best estimate
of permeability and accurate flooding benchmark times, the
initial flooding rate was over 400 lton per minute, with an
average flooding rate of approximately 320 lton per minute over
the first 20 minutes. This initial flow rate provides an upper
bound on the rate of total possible water ingress until other hull
openings were immersed. The weight of floodwater in the early
phases was located low in the ship and any free surface effects
were largely offset by the lowering of the ships overall center of
gravity (KG).

Figure 10: Time history of total floodwater.

Near Equalization. As the flooding in the forward holds and
Boiler Room 6 approached the E-Deck, the rate of ingress
slowed dramatically as the differential head across the openings
was reduced. This near-equalization is clearly visible in the
flattening of the best estimate permeability (solid red) curve
between 50 and 90 minutes in Figure 8 through Figure 11. The
spill-over from Boiler Room 6 into Boiler Room 5 and the
upward flooding of E-Deck drive the increase in draft and trim
which increase the flooding rates again after 90 minutes.
The extensive flooding of the upper decks also brings the
problem of free surface effect to the forefront. The model’s full
breadth compartments representing the decks from E-Deck
upwards have very large free surface moments which would
have rapidly destabilized the ship as those compartments
flooded. In reality, the extensive internal subdivision provided
by the joinery between staterooms and other compartments
would have slowed the transverse shift of floodwater and
lessened the free surface effects. The flooding model simulation
goes into a “lolling” condition where it finds equilibrium at
approximately 20 degrees to port or starboard. It should be
noted that witness testimony (British Board of Trade 1912)
suggest the ship attained a list prior to sinking, but much smaller
than the theoretical 20 degrees. In order to keep simulation more
consistent with the actual sinking, the simulation was fixed in a
zero heel condition.
The Influence of Upper Deck Openings. Once the hull
openings on D-Deck and above were immersed, the rate of
sinking would have increased dramatically. In particular the DDeck shell door provided a very large opening for flooding the
upper decks. The knuckle in the curve at approximate 160
minutes on the solid red curve in Figure 8 corresponds to the
submergence of the shell door (similar knuckles are visible on
the other curves as well). The forensic evidence describing the
condition of these upper level openings is incomplete, which
results in significant uncertainty in the exact timeline for the
later stages of flooding.

Figure 11: Time history of maximum bending moment.

Figure 12: Titanic's condition at the point of maximum bending
moment. Trim = 23 degrees. Light blue is seawater, cyan is salt
water ballast, purple is fresh water, red is floodwater.
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS MODEL
The structural modeling and analysis includes both traditional
“simple-beam” and modern detailed finite element methods.
The former is completed using the POSSE and GHS programs.
The latter is completed using the MAESTRO finite element
software, with results of the GHS flooding analysis used as
input.
Simplified Beam Structural Model
Traditional ship structural analysis treats the ship’s hull as a
slender semi-prismatic beam or girder (it is often referred to as a
“hull girder”). Specifically, the ship’s structure is treated as a
slender box beam, with additional longitudinally-continuous
decks, bulkheads and stiffeners contributing to the strength of
the beam. The structural loading arises due to the distribution of
weight and buoyancy along the length of the ship in the various
loading conditions. The longitudinal load distribution, obtained
by subtraction of the upward buoyancy distribution from the
downward weight distribution, is integrated along the length of
the ship to obtain the shear force distribution, and the shear force
distribution is integrated to obtain the bending moment
distribution. See Gilmer and Johnson (1987), Lewis (1988), or
Hughes and Paik (2011) for a detailed explanation of the
method.
One important category of assumptions required to complete a
simplified beam bending analysis is the distribution of weight in
the “lightship” (unloaded) condition. The majority of this
weight is comprised of ship’s structure (steel), but also includes
large weights such as boilers, engines, dynamos (electric
generators), ship systems, outfitting and furnishing. For the
Titanic, most “small” weight items such as boilers and
machinery components could be approximated and located from
tabulated weight data and the general arrangement drawings.
Many of the weights of machinery, electrical and many other
“small” components specifically for the Titanic were available in
the literature or from knowledgeable sources (McKluskie 1998a,
McKluskie 1998b, Garzke and Woodward 2002, Warren 1995,
Sauder 2008). For other “small” items, such as mooring
equipment, estimates were made by review of the naval
architecture literature available back at the time of the Titanic’s
construction (Holms 1917, Walton 1920). Determination of the
longitudinal weight distribution of the hull steel and outfitting
was, in general, much more difficult. However, a reasonable
engineering estimate could be made using parametrics based on
the hull form factor (i.e. the “Block Coefficient”) and the type of
ship. POSSE incorporates a built-in parametric which provides a
suitable distribution. Figure 13 shows the resulting longitudinal
weight distribution for all of the lightship weight items for the
Titanic used for the simplified beam analysis.

modulus is a measure of the longitudinal bending stiffness of the
hull structure at that location. Thus the bending stresses are
functions of both the loading on the ship as well as the
longitudinal bending stiffness of the structure. Traditionally,
calculated bending stress values at critical “extreme” load
conditions have been used to ensure adequacy of the ship’s
structure to these extreme bending loads as part of the ship
design process. For design purposes, extreme bending loads
arise due to large buoyancy variations which arise as a ship
passes through large open-ocean waves, especially in heavy
storms. In the case of the sinking of the Titanic, however, the
extreme bending moments were due to the excessive weight due
to the large quantities of flood water and the excessive trim angle
and cantilevering as the ship sank by the bow.
In order to calculate the bending stresses for the Titanic sinking,
the section modulus values were calculated within the POSSE
“Section Modulus Editor” program, based on the dimensions of
the longitudinally-continuous structural members of the Titanic
structure, taken from the various original Harland and Wolff
structural drawings, including the Midships Section drawing.
Using POSSE, sections were modeled and section modulus
values calculated for 30 sections along the length of the ship
(sections located at the 15 watertight bulkhead locations, 14 midcompartment locations, plus the midship section). Figure 14
provides a POSSE screen capture showing the structural
“scantling” input for the midships section.
The simplified beam bending analysis is completed within the
GHS program using the defined lightship distribution in addition
to the variable weights including tankage (fresh water and salt
water ballast), coal (bunkers), cargo, stores, passengers, crew
and effects. In addition, the weight and distributions of all flood
water is explicitly calculated by GHS as previously discussed.
The overall (total) weight and resulting buoyancy distributions
are calculated very rapidly and iterated for each load case until
equilibrium is achieved.
For the Titanic flooding analysis, the maximum bending moment
for each time step was calculated and plotted (see Figure 11). At
the point of the maximum moment for each condition, the
distribution of shear force and moment could be plotted. The
shear force and bending moment distributions for the maximum
permeability load case at maximum bending moment are
provided in Figure 15. This is the distribution which
corresponds to the maximum indicated in Figure 11. Note the
maximum bending moment of 1,790,000 ft·lton occurs at a
location 396 ft forward of the aft perpendicular, at frame 10a
(Boiler Room 2).

In a simplified beam bending analysis, the bending moment
distribution along the length of the ship is used to calculate
bending stresses at desired locations along the length of the ship
by dividing the moment at each location by the “section
modulus” of the hull structure at that location. The section
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Detailed Finite Element Structural Model
MAESTRO™ (DRS Defense Solutions) is an integrated ship
structural modeling, analysis, and optimization software
package, based on the finite element method. MAESTRO
combines ship-oriented structural modeling, large scale coarse
mesh and fine mesh finite element analysis, structural failure
evaluation, and structural optimization, in an integrated software
package. Details regarding finite element structural modeling
and analysis theory and methods are covered in a large number
of references including Hughes and Paik (2011).

Figure 13: Lightship longitudinal weight distribution for the
simplified beam method (GHS). Dark curve shows total
lightship. Lighter curves are components. Δlight = 38,760 lton,
LCG = 409.5 ft-AP.

Figure 14: POSSE (simple beam method) midships section
model. SMdeck = 890 ft3, SMbottom = 1114 ft3.

Figure 15: Bending moment and shear force distributions from
GHS (simple beam method) for the maximum permeability load
case at maximum bending moment. Mmax = 1,790,000 ft·lton at
frame 10a (Boiler Room 2). Background arrangement drawing is
courtesy of Bill Sauder.

The Finite Element Model. A complete full-ship MAESTRO
finite element structural model of the Titanic was developed.
The full-ship model includes the hull (shell) plating, frames,
decks, bulkheads, double bottom floors and intercostals,
stanchions, boiler uptakes and casings, coal bunkers, tanks, and
superstructure (Figure 16 through Figure 18). The MAESTRO
model is actually composed of 22 “modules”, with module
breaks located at logical longitudinal separation points (at
bulkhead locations or where frame spacing changes).
The hull (shell) plating was modeled by importing the stations
and offsets from the POSSE (GHS) model (which used the
original Harland and Wolff “Lines Drawing”), with structural
properties (thicknesses for hull plating and frame web and flange
plating) specified based on the original Harland and Wolf “Shell
Plating Plan”, “Framing Plan”, and “Midship Section Plan”. The
deck plating and transverse deck beams (referred to as “deck
girders” by Harland and Wolff) were modeled using the
numerous original Harland and Wolff “Deck Iron” plans along
with the “Midship Section Plan”. Additional detail to the model,
including bulkheads, stanchions, boiler uptakes and casings, coal
bunkers, and superstructure, were added using other original
Harland and Wolff drawings, and other supplemental
information, including Beveridge (2009). Certain minor
structural details not provided in the available original Harland
and Wolff drawings were estimated using engineering judgment
and information extracted from ship structural design guides of
the times (see for example Holms 1917 and Walton 1920).
It should be pointed out that the Titanic, like all steel ships of her
time, was of riveted construction. The ship’s plating was joined
by “lapping” (overlapping) the rows of plating (called “strakes”),
and joining them together with multiple rows of steel or iron
rivets. Modern steel ships are of welded construction, where
plating strakes are butt welded (without overlap). The
MAESTRO program (and all modern day finite element
programs) assumes plating to be joined by butt welded
construction. Fundamentally, MAESTRO can calculate stresses
at the weld joint locations, which can subsequently be used to
evaluate potential failure of the weld joint (with knowledge of
the weld joint mechanics and materials engineering). Predicting
failure of riveted joints is much more difficult because of the
complex geometry and frictional load components which arise at
the joint due to the joint lap, mechanical properties of the rivets,
and tension in the rivets (i.e. clamping forces). For the
MAESTRO model of the Titanic, shell plating joints were
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modeled effectively as butt joints. For stress analysis, this is of
negligible consequence; the only primary effect being an
effective doubling of plating thickness over the area of the lap
joint (a small increase in local “stiffness” of the plating near the
joint). However, consideration of the failure of those lap joints
ultimately depends on the consideration of the complex riveted
lap joint construction at the particular locations to be considered.
This will be discussed in greater detail subsequently.
Loading the Model: Weight and Flooding. The MAESTRO
program calculates self-weight of all of the ship’s structure
(plating, framing, etc.), which for the Titanic made up a majority
of the lightship weight. The remaining lightship weight items
were all entered manually as distributed weights. Machinery
weights (e.g. boilers, reciprocating engines, turbine engines,
dynamos, etc.) were distributed over the plating which supported
their foundations, with locations based upon general
arrangement drawings and detailed supplemental information
provided (Sauder 2008). Additional system weights (e.g. steam,
electrical, ventilation, etc.) were entered as distributed weights
over larger longitudinal extents based upon their locations within
the ship.

and trim is 22.9 degrees (compared to GHS’s calculated mean
draft 103 ft and trim 23.5 degrees).

Figure 16: MAESTRO finite element model, outboard
perspective (starboard side shown, port side symmetric).

The variable weights, including tank contents (fresh water and
salt water ballast), coal (bunkers), cargo, stores, passengers, crew
and effects, were all taken from the GHS analysis results and
imported into MAESTRO. Additionally the fractions of
floodwater in each of the compartments (holds, living spaces,
boiler rooms, casings, and coal bunkers) were taken from the
GHS analysis results.
The MAESTRO hydrostatics balance calculation engine
calculates the vessel drafts, trim and list for the given loading, in
a manner similar to GHS and POSSE. The result of the
hydrostatic balance is vessel submergence and trim, as shown in
Figure 16, Figure 17, and Figure 19. Note that vessel
submergence and trim results in external hydrostatic pressure
being applied to the external plating of the ship. Additionally,
all internal water (flood water as well as fresh water and ballast
water) result in hydrostatic pressure being applied to inside
plating of defined compartments or tanks (Figure 20). The
MAESTRO software stress analysis calculation uses these
pressures as direct pressure loadings to the various plate
elements in the finite element analysis.

Figure 17: MAESTRO finite element model, inboard
perspective (starboard side shown, port side symmetric).

MAESTRO has the ability to calculate the longitudinal bending
moment acting on the structure as a result of the total loading
(hydrostatic pressure and weight loading). Figure 21 shows the
plot of bending moment distribution calculated by MAESTRO
for the maximum permeability load case at the maximum
bending moment. Note that the maximum bending moment of
1,780,000 ft·lton, occurring at a location 396 ft forward of the aft
perpendicular at frame 10a (Boiler Room 2), is almost identical
to the maximum bending moment calculated by GHS using the
simplified beam method (Figure 15). For this maximum bending
moment condition, MAESTRO’s calculated mean draft is 104 ft
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Figure 18: MAESTRO finite element model, inboard
perspective, cut view including Boiler Rooms 1 and 2 and
Reciprocating Engine Room (starboard side shown, port side
symmetric).

Figure 20: MAESTRO finite element definition of the floodable
volume of Boiler Room 6. Floodable volumes of all tanks and
compartments are similarly defined. Note pink interior defines
where internal hydrostatic floodwater pressure is applied to the
plate elements.

Figure 19: MAESTRO external hydrostatic pressure distribution
for the maximum permeability load case at maximum bending
moment.

Figure 21: MAESTRO bending moment distribution for the
maximum permeability load case at maximum bending moment.
Mmax = 1,780,000 ft·lton at frame 10a (Boiler Room 2).

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS RESULTS
One aspect of the Titanic’s flooding and sinking not investigated
or discussed by Hackett and Bedford (1996) was the
development of hull stresses and possible structural failure
(fracture or collapse) of the Titanic’s hull during the sinking.
This has, however, been the subject of much conjecture and
discussion over the years. However, as stated previously, the
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basic results given by Hackett and Bedford were subsequently
used by members of the Marine Forensics Panel of the Society of
Naval Architects and Marine Engineers (SNAME) to estimate
possible high stress “hot spots” in the hull steel of the Titanic
using a full-ship structural finite element analysis (Garzke 1996,
1997, 2000). This finite element stress model, however, was
very coarse mesh, and utilized only gross estimated weight and
buoyancy distributions extrapolated from the results given by
Hackett and Bedford for a single nominal “critical flooding
condition”. The detailed GHS results previously discussed have
been used as input to both simplified beam structural analysis
and detailed finite element structural analysis.
Simplified beam structural analysis
As discussed previously, in order to calculate the hull girder
bending stresses, structural sections were modeled and section
properties were calculated within POSSE’s “Section Modulus
Editor” program, based on the dimensions of the actual structural
members of the Titanic (“scantlings”), taken from the various
structural drawings. Structural properties were calculated for 30
sections (located at the 15 watertight bulkhead locations, 14 midcompartment locations, plus the midship section).
The detailed GHS analyses therefore included calculation of
longitudinal bending moment and shear force distributions for
each load case, and longitudinal bending stresses have been
calculated. Figure 22 shows calculated bending stresses for the
maximum permeability load case (recall the maximum bending
moment of 1,790,000 ft·lton). Maximum calculated bending
stresses are 32.0 ksi (32,000 psi) tensile stress in the strength
deck (Bridge Deck) at frame 15a (above Boiler Room 2) and
26.2 ksi (26,200 psi) compressive stress in the hull bottom
plating at frame 14a (below Boiler Room 2). Note that these
bending stress levels are in the range of the estimated material
yield strength, estimated to be 30-35 ksi for the Titanic’s mild
steel.
It should be pointed out that this simplified beam structural
analysis assumes the upper superstructure decks (above the
Bridge Deck) provide no contribution to the longitudinal
bending stiffness of the hull. This is not completely correct, in
that the expansion joints, while providing some relief of the
superstructure decks from bending stresses, do not completely
isolate these decks, and these decks do carry some of the
bending stresses, particularly in the region centered between the
two expansion joints (centered above Boiler Room 3). This is
seen very clearly by careful examination of the detailed finite
element analysis results discussed subsequently.
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Figure 22: Bending stress distribution in the bridge deck and
bottom shell plating from GHS (simple beam method) for the
maximum permeability load case.

Detailed finite element structural analysis
The MAESTRO finite element analysis was completed using the
GHS results as input. For demonstration purposes in this paper,
the maximum bending moment condition from the GHS results
has been selected for presentation. This is the maximum
permeability load case. It should be noted that in the simplified
beam analysis the maximum permeability load cases all
produced maximum bending moment of approximately
1,800,000 ft·lton, while the best estimate permeability load cases
all produced maximum bending moment of approximately
1,600,000 ft·lton (see Figure 11). In all cases, the trim angle
where these maximums occurred was approximately 23 degrees.
Stress Analysis. As discussed previously, the liquid loading
(including floodwater) from the GHS results was imported into
the MAESTRO model. The MAESTRO hydrostatics engine
balanced the vessel in draft, trim and heel, which provided the
hydrostatic (pressure) loading on the finite elements (plate
elements), both internal and external. The MAESTRO finite
element analysis engine calculated stresses and displacements
based on the loading. Some of these stress results are shown in
Figure 23 through Figure 28.
Figure 23 through Figure 25 show the VonMises (equivalent)
stresses. The stress “hot spots” in the side shell plating above
the Bridge Deck adjacent to the expansion joint are highlighted
(red color is highest stress area). It should be noted that the
highlighted stress maximum (65,000 psi) occurs at the corner of
the superstructure side shell plate element (which forms a 90
degree angle with the deck plate). The magnitude of this stress
“hot spot” actually increases with decreasing element size, which
could be illustrated in MAESTRO using a “fine mesh” analysis
in this area. However, there are several factors which make this
observation less important.
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First, the actual expansion joint on the Titanic was not
rectangular, but rather semi-circular in cross section (Beveridge
2009, Garzke 2000). This was designed as such so the stress
concentration at the sharp 90 degree corner would be reduced.
This is typical of ship expansion joints. Additionally, if the
stress in this area were higher than the yield strength of the
material, the material would have plastically deformed,
effectively redistributing the stress through the adjacent
structure, unless a crack was present, in which case crack
propagation and fracture could occur.
The other issue with this simple stress assessment has already
been suggested; that the Titanic was of riveted construction.
This means that, even if the side shell plate in the vicinity of the
expansion joint fractured (either in brittle or ductile fashion), the
fracture would have been effectively halted at the junction of the
side shell and the Bridge Deck. These plate surfaces were in fact
not rigidly connected (such as would be the case for welded
construction), but rather connected through riveted angle
stringers. These connections can be seen on the various
structural drawings, including the “Midship Section” drawing.
This is indeed one of the primary benefits of riveted
construction: rivet holes and riveted joints act as crack arrestors.
The higher state of stress on the Bridge Deck and side shell
below the Bridge Deck (Figure 24), are of more significance.
These stresses are shown more clearly in Figure 25, which shows
the same VonMises stress, but with the superstructure decks
removed (by cutting the view). These higher stresses indicate
that the deck stresses on the Bridge Deck (in the vicinity of the
aft expansion joint) were at or above the nominal yield strength
of the mild steel (but again, this does not account for material
nonlinearity and strain hardening). It is especially important to
note the higher stresses at the deck locations adjacent to the
boiler and engine room casings. These discontinuities in the
deck force the stress to “flow” around them, resulting in higher
stress at these locations. This is analogous to the water in a
stream which must flow around a large obstruction (like a rock);
as the water flows around the obstruction, it speeds up; so too
must the stress in the deck flow around the obstruction (the
casings), resulting in increased stress adjacent to the obstruction.
This concept is known as “stress flow” and is an important
aspect of detailed stress design.
While most finite element programs default to display of
VonMises stress because it relates to the materials susceptibility
to localized yielding and fracture, a more useful stress
component to consider for the Titanic is the longitudinal stress
component. This is important for two reasons. First, it is easy to
compare the detailed finite element results (MAESTRO) with
the simplified beam bending results (GHS). Second, it is the
magnitude of these longitudinal stresses, and their transverse
counterparts, which lead to compressive buckling failures, such
as in the Titanic’s double bottom structure.
Figure 26 through Figure 28 provide plots of the longitudinal
stress component (stress in the x-direction) for the structure, with
view cut between the Reciprocating Engine Room and Boiler

Room 2 (including the aft expansion joint). Note that the
superstructure has been removed (cut view) in order to view the
longitudinal stress across the Bridge Deck. This stress can then
be compared directly with the longitudinal stress calculated
using the simplified beam approach using GHS (Figure 22).
However, note that the higher stress areas on the deck are driven
aft by the stress concentration associated with the aft expansion
joint. Note also that the nominal stress in the deck in this area is
amplified by the stress concentrations associated with the
expansion joint opening (outboard), but also by the boiler and
engine room casings (inboard).
Figure 27 also shows the longitudinal stress amplitude in the
tank top deck in the aft end of Boiler Room 2 to be 22,000 psi
(compression). This will be discussed more, as it is higher than
the buckling stress for the 0.6-inch thick tank top plating, and
also higher than estimated strength of the rivet joint landings.
Figure 28 provides a rotated view looking at the bottom plating
below Boiler Rooms 1 and 2. Note the stress across the bottom
plating below Boiler Room 2 is about 29,000 psi (compression),
which is comparable to the bending stress below Boiler Room 2
calculated using the simplified beam bending analysis (Figure
22). This will also be discussed more, as it is higher than the
buckling stress for the 1-inch thick bottom plating, and also
higher than the estimated strength of the rivet joint landings. It
should also be noted from Figure 28 that, even though the high
stress area in the Bridge Deck is located at the aft expansion
joint, the high stress area in the bottom plating is located forward
of the aft expansion joint, below Boiler Room 2. This is due to
the more substantial double bottom structure in way of the
Reciprocating Engine Room (which extends forward into Boiler
Room 1). This stiff structure effectively pushes the high stress
area in the double bottom structure forward to Boiler Room 2.
Ultimate Strength Analysis (Hull Girder Collapse). A very
important consideration in ship structural design and analysis is
ensuring adequate stiffness of thin plated structure such that the
structure does not buckle under compressive loads. As a design
attribute, most double bottom ship structures are by default
sufficiently stiff such that buckling would not occur under
design loads, with the ship under “hogging” conditions due to
open ocean waves. It is usually the upper side shell plating and
upper deck plating which are usually of greatest concern for
buckling, under “sagging” conditions.
For preliminary ship structural design, it is often sufficient to
provide a simple calculation of the buckling capacity of a thin
plated panel structure, and ensure it is not below the expected
design loads (compressive stresses), with a suitable factor of
safety. This is analogous to design of a column stanchion for a
building – it must be strong enough to support the compressive
loads without yielding, but also “stiff” enough so that it does not
buckle (this is commonly known as the “Euler buckling
equation”). For buckling of thin plate structures, buckling
capacity design calculations are outlined in a number of
references including Hughes and Paik (2011) and Lewis (1988).
The simplest form of this buckling calculation for thin plates is
analogous to the Euler buckling equation for a column and is
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given by “Bryan’s Equation” (Hughes and Paik 2011), which
calculates the elastic buckling capacity (stress) for a rectangular
plate under uniaxial compression with “simply-supported”
boundaries:

(3)
where E is the modulus of elasticity of the material (steel), t is
the plate thickness, and b is the breadth of the plate
perpendicular to the uniaxial compression. For the Titanic’s
1-inch thick bottom plating, with 72-inch breadth (between
double bottom intercostals) and 36-inch length (between double
bottom floors/frames), the calculated elastic buckling stress is
21,000 psi. For the 0.6-inch thick tank top plating, also with 72inch breadth and 36-inch length, the calculated elastic buckling
stress is only 7,500 psi. It is important to realize that this
simplified calculation using Bryan’s equation is for elastic
buckling, not the ultimate failure of the plate by fully plastic
collapse. Also, Bryan’s equation in this simplified form assumes
“simply-supported” boundaries, rather than more realistic
“fixed” boundaries more closely modeling actual ship structure.
Once a plate has buckled elastically at its center, unlike a
column, it will not collapse, but rather it will redistribute its
stress from the center where it buckles to along its constrained
edges. This is referred to as “post-buckled strength” and is an
important consideration for compressive failure analysis of ship
structures. This will be discussed more subsequently.
Calculation of the ultimate buckling capacity of a thin plate
structure under “fixed” boundary conditions is much more
difficult and is better suited to non-linear finite element analysis.
However, a software add-on to MAESTRO called
ALPS/ULSAP (Paik 2011a) provides calculation of the ultimate
buckling capacity (“ultimate strength”) of stiffened or
unstiffened plating panels subjected to a variety of in-plane and
lateral loads. This includes empirical and first principles
methods and provides a more realistic approximation of the plate
ultimate stress for ship structure, rather than simply using
Bryan’s equation. For the Titanic double bottom structure,
ALPS/ULSAP calculates the ultimate buckling capacity (for full
elastic-plastic compressive collapse) of 18,300 psi for the 1-inch
bottom plating, and 15,300 for the 0.6-inch tank top plating.
Note that this is significantly less than the linear stress calculated

Figure 23: Distribution of VonMises (equivalent) stress (σVM)
for the maximum permeability load case at maximum bending
moment.

Figure 24: Distribution of VonMises (equivalent) stress (σVM)
near the aft expansion joint for the maximum permeability load
case at maximum bending moment.

Figure 25: Distribution of VonMises (equivalent) stress (σVM)
near the aft expansion joint for the maximum permeability load
case at maximum bending moment. Superstructure removed (cut
view) to show stresses on the Bridge Beck.
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Figure 26: Distribution of longitudinal stress (σX) near the aft
expansion joint for the maximum permeability load case at
maximum bending moment. Superstructure removed (cut view)
to show stresses on bridge deck.

Figure 27: Distribution of longitudinal stress (σX) near the aft
expansion joint and boiler rooms 1 and 2 for the maximum
permeability load case at maximum bending moment.
Superstructure removed (cut view) to show stresses on the
Bridge Deck.

Figure 28: Distribution of longitudinal stress (σX) in the bottom
shell plating below Boiler Rooms 1 and 2 for the maximum
permeability load case at maximum bending moment.
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in these areas based on the maximum bending condition (Figure
27 and Figure 28).
One very important aspect of forensic analysis of ship’s hull
girder failure (collapse), of the type which would have been
required for the Titanic to break in two pieces on the surface, is
the assessment of the ultimate strength of the entire combined
hull girder in areas subjected to high bending moments and high
stress. Ultimate strength assessment in ship hull girders is
discussed in Hughes and Paik (2011) and Lewis (1988). Another
software add-on to MAESTRO called ALPS/HULL (Paik
2011b) provides calculation of the ultimate progressive collapse
of the complex ship hull section located between frames,
including calculation of the ultimate moment-carrying capacity
of the hull section. Graphical results of the ALPS/HULL
analysis for hull sections between frames 9-10a (Boiler Room 2)
and between frames 28-29a (aft expansion joint) are provided in
Figure 30 through Figure 33. The plot of applied bending
moment is shown with the hull section at each location.
Superimposed on each of the plots is the applied moment at
which collapse of the bottom plating or deck plating would
occur. Note that these plots are for the “hogging” condition
(bottom plating in compression and upper deck plating in
tension), therefore the mode of failure/collapse for the bottom
plating is compressive “overall collapse” (OC) while the mode
of failure for the deck plating is tensile “gross yielding” (GY)
(which assumes the plating would fail in tension by yielding of
the ductile material – it does not account for the possibility of
brittle fracture in tension or for rivet joint failure).
It is important to realize that the ALPS/HULL analysis is a
nonlinear analysis. The ultimate moment-carrying capacity of
the hull section is calculated by applying an incremental
curvature to the hull section, calculating the corresponding strain
in each plate, calculating the corresponding stress in each plate
(using Hooke’s Law), and finally calculating the total applied
moment by integrating the stress around the entire section. As
each plate (with effectively “fixed” edge conditions) approaches
its elastic buckling strength for compression, or yield strength
for tension, it does not immediately collapse, but rather sheds
stress to adjacent structure. Thus, as the hull section is analyzed
by incrementing the curvature (and therefore the moment), the
program keeps track of the incremental stress in each plate
element, and the section’s progressive collapse. This can be seen
by plotting the stress components, longitudinal (x) and transverse
(y), for bottom plate and tank top plate as a function of applied
moment (Figure 29). One of the interesting observations is
highlighted in the plot. The thinner tank top plating elastically
buckles long before the bottom plating (because it is
significantly thinner), but the tank top plating continues to carry
increasing stress, until it plastically collapses as the entire double
bottom structure and the section collapses. Conversely, despite
the fact that the thicker bottom plating has a higher elastic
buckling stress, once it elastically buckles it sheds some of that
stress, which is picked up by the tank top plating and side shell
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plating, until the entire double bottom structure and hull section
collapses.

Figure 29: Ultimate strength assessment of hull section between
frames 9a and 10a (Boiler Room 2) using MAESTRO add-on
ALPS/HULL. Plot shows stress components (longitudinal = X
and transverse = Y) in the tank top and bottom plating vs. the
applied moment.
Other considerations: Nonlinear Material and Rivet Joint
Strength. While this type of stress assessment is part of modern
FEA design analyses, there are several challenges with this type
of stress assessment for forensic failure analysis, especially for
the complex failure of the Titanic. First, the MAESTRO stress
analysis is linear, so it does not account for stress redistribution
upon material yielding (plastic flow) or for material nonlinearity
(mild steel strain hardens significantly after yielding). This was
mentioned previously as it applied to material yielding and stress
redistribution at the junction of the aft expansion joint and the
Bridge Deck. Because of the plastic flow and stress
redistribution (which are both highly nonlinear phenomena), the
linear stress analysis cannot be used with confidence for forensic
prediction of actual hull fracture at this location. Garzke (2000)
provides a good discussion of several aspects of expansion joint
stress “hot spots”, and the possibility of resulting fracture using a
simplified fracture mechanics approach, although the paper does
not answer the question of why and how the Titanic broke apart.
The other major “wild card” in the structural forensic analysis of
the Titanic has already been suggested: that all of the ship’s
plating (including hull plating, deck plating, bulkheads, and
framing) was joined not by welding, but by riveting. Woytowich
(2003) provided a summary of the design of riveted hull joints in
pre-World War I ships such as the Titanic, including an
assessment of typical riveted joint strength for typical double,
triple and quadruple riveted joints. One important conclusion
drawn was that riveted joints in many areas of the Titanic could
have been as low as 28% “efficient”. The term “efficiency” here
is defined as the ratio of effective strength to yield strength of
the plate without rivets. Mengot and Woytowich (2009)
provided a progress report on additional efforts to assess the
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strength of the Titanic’s hull structure, specifically compressive
strength of the double bottom structure in way of Boiler Room 1,

Figure 30: Ultimate strength assessment of hull section between
frames 9a and 10a (Boiler Room 2) using MAESTRO add-on
ALPS/HULL. Moment for overall compressive collapse (OC) of
bottom shell plating shown.

Figure 31: Ultimate strength assessment of hull section between
frames 9a and 10a (Boiler Room 2) using MAESTRO add-on

ALPS/HULL. Moment for gross tensile yielding (GY) of upper
deck plating (boat deck) shown.

Figure 32: Ultimate strength assessment of hull section between
frames 28a and 29a (aft expansion joint) using MAESTRO addon ALPS/HULL. Moment for overall compressive collapse
(OC) of bottom shell plating shown.

Figure 33: Ultimate strength assessment of hull section between
frames 28a and 29a (aft expansion joint) using MAESTRO add-
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on ALPS/HULL. Moment for gross tensile yielding (GY) of
upper deck plating (bridge deck) shown.
and the importance of rivet joint strength in that assessment.
One important conclusion drawn was that the double bottom
structure below the boiler room(s) could have progressively
failed due to progressive compressive failure of the rivet joint
“landings” in the bottom and tank top plate strakes, leading to
progressive hull girder collapse from the “bottom up”. They
suggested that rivet failure in these landings could have occurred
for average plate compressive stresses of 18,000 psi for doubleriveted landings and 27,000 psi for triple-riveted landings.
It is interesting to note the calculation of stresses by both the
simplified beam method and the finite element method produced
stresses of 20,000-30,000 psi in the tank top and bottom plating
(Figure 27 and Figure 28). Based on assessments by Mengot
and Woytowich, this stress level would have been enough to
cause rivet joint failure as presented. However, it is noted that
the landings in the bottom and tank top plating on the Titanic
were staggered in their longitudinal position (Figure 34). This
suggests that if structural failure were due to failure of the rivets
in the landings alone, the failure pattern on the wreck in this area
would be sporadic and inconsistent. Rather, the wreck exhibits a
relatively clean break at one longitudinal location in the Boiler
Room 2 double bottom (Cameron, Stephenson and Marschall
2011). Thus it is unlikely that simple failure of rivet landings
alone would produce a clean break at one longitudinal location.
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However, these stresses are also high enough to have caused
localized plate buckling and collapse, as previously discussed.
In likelihood, it was probably a combination of double bottom
plate buckling and rivet failure which led to the progressive
collapse of the section at Boiler Room 2. Certainly failure of
rivet landing sites would have made those strake plates
ineffective in compression, necessitating the stress carried by
that strake would have to be shed to adjacent plate strakes,
hastening the progressive section collapse.

Figure 34: Portion of Harland and Wolf shell expansion plan for
area below Boiler Room 2 (frame numbering at the bottom).
Note that the rivet joint “landings” in bottom shell and side shell
plating strakes are staggered.
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper provides detailed technical documentation of the
development of detailed computer models for flooding and
structural forensic analysis of the sinking of the RMS Titanic, as
well as detailed technical discussion of simulation and analysis
methodologies and results. In addition, the paper provides a
number of important “lessons learned” which are applicable to
all marine forensic analyses.
Among the important lessons learned, the most notable for
flooding analyses are the recognition of uncertainty in the
defined compartment permeability values and in the use of
forensic flooding extent or timeline information taken from
survivor testimony. It is clear that with even small levels of
uncertainty in either area, presentation of a precise timeline for
flooding and sinking of the Titanic could not be justified.
Another area of lessons learned involves the assessment of
structural failure and collapse. Specifically, because of the
complexities of the structural loading and the complexities of the
ship construction of the Titanic, particularly the riveted structural
joints, it would be difficult to justify assertion that structural
collapse of the hull prior to its sinking could have been due to
one specific failure mechanism alone. It has been discussed in
this paper that there were likely several important structural
failure mechanisms involved in the structural collapse of the
hull. These include buckling and collapse of bottom and tanktop
plating (double bottom structure) subjected to high compressive
stresses, and progressive failure of riveted joints due to
compressive stresses in the double bottom structure and/or
tensile stresses in the upper strength deck structures. It has also
been pointed out that any forensic assessment of combined
failure/collapse effects is greatly complicated by non-linear
material stress-strain behavior (strain hardening) and the
possibility of brittle fracture in high stress “hot spots”,
particularly under tensile loads in the upper strength decks.

The third area of lessons learned involves development of a
detailed technical understanding of computer tools used in the
engineering assessment. This is basically knowing, in detail,
what is “under the hood” of the computer tools. For example,
development of progressive flooding algorithms using GHS
required a complex iterative process, working closely with the
software vendors (Creative Systems, Inc.) to trouble-shoot and
correct behavior which was leading to incorrect results. One
specific example of this relates to the behavior of the algorithm
as compartments became pressed-up, and multiple flow paths
(connection points) existed, resulting in statically-indeterminate
flow loops. This issue was not detected with simple validation
studies but only manifested itself under careful review of the
more complex flow paths considered in the Titanic flooding
study (see Figure 3). Fortunately, this challenge was overcome
by working with the software vendor, who made modifications
to the embedded algorithms. Similar challenges were uncovered
in the use of the MAESTRO finite element software. For
example, incorporating the variable hydrostatic pressures
associated with equalized and non-equalized floodwater in nontank compartments, and inclusion of compartment permeability
and density variations, required working with the software
vendor (DRS Defense Solutions) to effect modifications to the
software to attain the correct results.
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